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 Network security continues to be the priority of many organizations. To 

ensure the protection of their data, they pay great attention to Encryption 

systems. Moreover, because of the enormous developments in networks of 

connection particularly the internet which has used by several people to 

share a variety of data kinds. The security of data has been a significant 

issue. As a result, there is a significant focus in using methods of decryption 

and encryption. Numerous encryption techniques have become advanced to 

preserve data protection, chaotic encryption systems are one of these 

methods widely used in recent years, where several techniques were 

proposed to use a chaotic map for encrypt images for the reason that of their 

characteristics e.g., random action unpredictability and initial conditions 

sensitivity. In this paper, proof authentication of sent information is used 

chaotic encryption algorithm to provide cipher text and hidden in image then 

send to another user. This approach is applied in cellular operating system 

environment (android). Thus, the sending and receiving of text will be safe 

and secure. The proposed approach is tested on different types of mobile. 

The proposed system gives good results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Due to the requirement to interchange and keep certain kinds of information like aural, films, movie 

clips, images, and text through the network, which is the area where the information exchanged is easy to 

penetrate, encryption methods have been used to safeguard information from the unlawful arrival [1]-[5]. 

Image encryption is the generality helpful technique to protect private when save or transmitting photos over 

communications media. Military communications, multimedia schemes, medical research, online 

communications, and other applications for image encryption are possible. Images have certain physical 

characteristics, such as less sensitive, enormous storage power, data similarity and redundancy amid 

neighboring pixels that are different from text [6]-[10]. Many encryption techniques have arisen to get rid of 

these problems posed by image encryption. Several traditional encryption algorithms have been employed for 

many years for instance, data encryption standard triple (DES), Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA), advanced 

encryption standard (AES), and DES [11], [12], but for image encryption these algorithms are not useful 

[13], [14], particularly when the size of the image is great [15]-[17]. More helpfulness has been paid recently 

to chaos-based techniques of image encryption [18]-[21]. We will illustrate the literature review in section 2, 

the preliminary concepts in section 3, the proposed system's general structure in section 4, experiment results 

and discussion in section 5. lastly, the conclusions are given in section 6. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

There are several studies based on chaotic map that have been investigated in the last decade 

relevant to image encryption. Some of these studies will be discussed in this section. Liu and Wang [22] 

applied higher dimension and bit-level Chaotic method to encrypt a color image. They converted the color to 

gray image (Rx3C), then converted it to binary image and permuted it using a piecewise linear Chaotic 

method. Lastly, the chen framework was applied for disperse and confuse the 3-bands. 

Maryoosh [23] presented the unprecedented image encryption framework depends on the Lorenz 

system, substitution-box, and polynomial map. The suggested mechanism encrypts 128-byte blocks then 

decrypts them. The plain image was initially perplexed, but the permutation algorithm made the result, after 

which the input block by block was replaced via the substitution-box variable and the key phases were added. 

The resulting exclusive-OR (XOR) image was generated by a logistic map with another encrypted key, and 

then the resulting image was confused again. 

For image encryption, Wang et al. [24] uses period changes in bits of pixels and the Chaotic 

process. The random integer numbers of the like size such as the main image used for the cycle shift process. 

Thereafter, they used a Chaotic method to create a key that could be applied for encrypt the scrambled image. 
 
 

3. PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS  

3.1.  Chaotic systems 

The near association between Chaotic systems and cryptography contributes to the best option for 

data encryption using chaos-based algorithms. It is advantageous to have an encryption scheme that takes less 

time to execute for real-time applications, but without sacrificing the desired security. A strong mixture of 

protection, high speed and less power consumption is the chaos-based encryption technique. Chaotic device 

properties, for example sensitivity to primary parameters and conditions. randomness has attracted 

researchers' attention, as these characteristics actually fulfill the essential principles of the design of 

cryptographic algorithms. Chaos-based algorithms have revealed superior features in complexity and security 

using these favorable characteristics [25]. 
 

3.2.  Android 

Android is a mobile touchscreen Operating system depending on a make- over of the Linux kernel 

and additional open-source programmers that is specifically advancement for smartphones and tablets. 

android auto for vehicles, android tv for televisions, Google has continued to create android wear for 

wristwatches, each it has graphical user interface (GUI) [26], [27]. Android is also used in personal computer 

(PCs), digital cameras, game consoles, and other mobile devices. It was created from the ground up for the 

aim of becoming the first full, accessible, and free platform created exclusively for mobile devices. Android 

is a free and open interface that anyone can use [28]. 
 

 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM'S GENERAL STRUCTURE  

The proposed structure aims to improve the security of mobile image-embedded content. This 

approach is carried out depending on the source of the Android operating system in order to develop 

presentation. First, Algorithm 1 depicts the system's proposed general algorithm. The flowchart in Figure 1 

display the general nature for encryption mechanism and the hidden of the proposed scheme. Following that, 

the flowchart in Figure 2 depicts the general nature of the decryption mechanism and extraction of the 

suggested scheme. 

 

4.1.  Execution of the proposed system 

In this work, the implementation of the offered framework is according to algorithm 1. The 

proposed framework is intended to boost the hiding text output in mobile's images. The platform which used in 

this work is java. The proposed approach is tested on different types of mobile the Android operating system is the 

source of mobile's images. As shown in: 

a. Steps in sender side: 

- Step1: Write the plain text “secret text that must be hidden” to platform mobile (Home Window) as shown 

in Figure 3.  

- Step2: Click on the button "encryption" for encryption operation is done on the plain text using Chaotic 

algorithm, the result of this step is cipher text” y0JX_&uaoM~`=|\tD_'5hO.=|N[M<” as illustrated in Figure 

4. 

- Step3: Click on the button "hidden info" will move to Hidden Info Interface as shown in Figure 5 in order to 

embedding important information inside image for security purpose by using XOR operation. 
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- First, click on the button "open picture gallery" for the image is loaded from the gallery which may be found 

in mobile’s memory, as shown Figure 6. Then click on the button "hidden by XOR Method" to embed the 

cipher text in the image, as shown in Figure 7. 

- Step 4: Click on the button "save picture" to save picture after end embedding operation as shown in  

Figure 7. 
 

Algorithm 1. General algorithm of proposed system 
Side of sender Side of receiver 

Input: Plain text  

Output: Cipher text hidden in image 

Input: Image with hidden cipher text  

Output: Plain text 

Step1: Enter the plain text.  

Step2: Chaotic algorithm is used to encrypt 

text; the output of the encryption operation 

is a cipher text. 

Step3: Load image, and then using the XOR 

operation performs on bits stored in pixels 

at part alpha position. 

Step4: Save the image.  

Step5: End. 

Step1: Load the image with hidden text 

(image saved in sender side). 

Step2: Extract the cipher text from the 

image by the XOR embedding operation.  

Step3: After extraction of cipher text 

from image, decryption is carried out 

using Chaotic algorithm.  

Step4: The result from decryption 

operation is plain text after using 

Chaotic algorithm.  

Step5: End. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 1. Flowchart of the suggested system for 

encryption and hidden information (side of sender) 

Figure 2. Flowchart of the suggested system for 

extraction process and decryption information  

(side of receiver) 
 
 

  
  

Figure 3. Input plain text in home window application 

homepage (sender side) 

Figure 4. The cipher text is resulted by chaotic 

algorithm (sender side) 
 

 

  
 

Figure 5. Hidden info interface (sender side) 
 

Figure 6. Load the image (sender side) 
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Figure 7. Embedding operation and save image (sender side) 
 
 

b. Steps in receiver side:  
- Step1: (Extract Information Interface) in side of receiver presented in Figure 8. The receiver can extract 

hidden information from image, via the click on the button "Open Picture Gallery" to load image from 

mobile as shown in Figure 9.  

- Step2: Extract the cipher text from the image by the XOR embedding operation by click on the button 

"Extract Info from Picture" show in Figure 10. 

- Step3: Decryption operation for extracted information is done by using Chaotic algorithm. The cipher 

text” y0JX_&uaoM~`=|\tD_'5hO.=|N[M<” decrypted by using Chaotic algorithm. 

- Step4: The result of decryption operation is original text” Secret text that must be hidden” as shown in 

Figure 11. 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 8. Extract information interface  

(receiver side) 

 

Figure 9. Load the image with hidden text  

(receiver side) 

 
 

  
  

Figure 10. Extract information from picture  

(receiver side) 

Figure 11. Decryption by using chaotic algorithm  

(receiver side) 

 

 

 

5. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND PROPOSED SYSTEM DISCUSSION 

This part displays the outputs of performing the suggested method and the outputs of testing it with 

the Chaotic algorithm. Different color image formats (Joint photographic experts group (JEPG), portable 

network graphics (PNG) and bitmap (BMP)) were used in the experiments. Figure 12 and Table 1 shows 

several images before text embedding and images after text embedding. The experiment results are 

satisfactory after the implementation of Chaotic algorithm for encryption and decryption text, and using the 

exclusive-OR (XOR) operation to embed the cipher text in image (mobile's camera images). The JPEG 

image format is the batter than PNG but the BMP image format is the best. The recovered image after 

extraction process is the same as the original image before embedding process. 
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Figure 12. Images before embedding cipher text 

 

 

Table 1. Images after embedding text 
Images after embedding cipher text  

Plain text=”Be Ready for Next Mission” 
Cipher text=”H0 X_31l*Aez0e\tDC'|eD”  

     
Run time for decryption cipher text 

41.5286 2.8482 11.8547 3.5874 33.1858 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents methods for encryption and decryption and embedding text in/from mobile’s 

image, that method is especially designed for Android operating system environment. Therefore, this method 

is compatible with any Android-based tablet computer and cell phone. The use of the chaotic algorithm 

speeds up the execution of this scheme on a cell phone and adds another layer of security. Using the XOR 

operation with the chaotic algorithm to hide the text in the picture gives the system more protection and 

complexity. The proposed method is clearly effective based on the experimental results, as there is no 

difference between the original and the steganography image. 
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